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Abstract
Biopolymer networks contributemechanical integrity as well as functional organization to living cells.
One of theirmajor constituents, the protein actin, is present in a large variety of different network
architectures, ranging from extensive networks to densely packed bundles. The shape of the network is
directly linked to itsmechanical properties and essential physiological functions.However, a profound
understanding of architecture-determiningmechanisms and their physical constraints remains
elusive.We use experimental bottom-up systems to study the formation of confined actin networks by
entropic forces. Experiments based onmolecular crowding aswell as counterion condensation reveal
a generic tendency of homogeneous filament solutions to aggregate into regular actin bundle networks
connected by aster-like centers. The network architecture is found to critically rely on network
formation history. Starting from identical biochemical compositions, we observe drastic changes in
network architecture as a consequence of initially biasedfilament orientation ormixing-induced
perturbations. Our experiments suggest that the tendency to form regularly spaced bundle networks is
a rather general feature of isotropic, homogeneous filament solutions subject to uniform attractive
interactions. Due to the fundamental nature of the considered interactions, we expect that the
investigated type of network formation further implies severe physical constraints for cytoskeleton
self-organization on themore complex level of living cells.

Introduction

The cytoskeleton, a self-organizing biopolymer network, is essential for the spatial and functional organization
of living cells. The protein actin is a central cytoskeleton building block able to formdynamic yet stable
semiflexiblefilaments. Actinfilaments (F-actin) form the basis of numerous different network architectures
ranging from extensive interwoven networks, as found at the leading edge ofmigrating cells (lamellipodium,) to
densely packed bundles offilaments in stressfibers andfilopodia [1, 2].

The network architecture is known to dramatically affect themacroscopicmechanical properties [3–6].
Further,many actin-related proteins bind in a structure-specificmanner thereby translating different network
architectures into different cytoskeletal functions [7]. It remains little understood, however, howdifferent
cytoskeletal architectures are triggered and spatially restricted or controlled. A central question is how the
different cytoskeletal structures can be formed andmaintained in parallel while sharing a pool of identical
ingredients. For a long time, a great deal of attentionwas paid to various cross-linking proteins. They differ in
size, shape, and binding affinity and in some cases indeed tend to induce particular network architectures such as
branched networks formedwith Arp2/3 [8].More recently, it has become increasingly clear that the type of
cross-linker is only one amongmany architecture-defining parameters.

Reconstitutedmodel systems revealed that spatial control over filament nucleation has amajor influence on
resulting network shapes [9]. Even in the absence of nucleation patterns, however, several experimental [6, 10]
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aswell as theoretical studies [11, 12] revealed that a particular actin network architecture cannot be properly
attributed to individual types of protein cross-linkers. For conventional protein cross-linkers, the F-actin
density, as well as the relative amount of cross-linkers, were found to be key parameters determining network
architecture [3, 6, 11]. Networks formed at very low cross-linker densities tend to bemore filament dominated,
while extensive bundle networks have been reported at high cross-linker densities [3, 6].With the exception of
cross-linkers entirely unable to bind to parallel filaments, all linker-filament systems can lower their free energy
by forming parallel bundles at very high linker densities [11]. This ismainly due to the increased number of
potential linker binding sites offered by a parallel bundle geometry. Even for linkers that can be considered pure
bundling agents, splaying andmerging of bundle segments still culminates in bundle networks at high enough
filament densities [6, 13]. Interestingly, recent observations further show that assembly kinetics directly impact
thefinal appearance of keratin [14] as well as actin networks [15, 16].

These examples clearly show that spatial and temporal control offilament nucleation, filament growth
dynamics, and cross-linking is necessary to obtain one particular network architecture. In addition, physical
constraints from the proteins’ environment will drastically affect their interactions. Geometrical confinement
has been reported to have a significant influence onfilament orientations [17, 18] and network geometries
[19, 20]. Additionally, bundle formation has been observed to be induced bymembrane tension [21].Other key
factors that we expect to play amajor role during network formation include ionic conditions, excluded volume
effects, and viscosity.

It is well known that polyelectrolyte effects like counterion condensation, as well as excluded volume effects
creating depletion forces, are able to inducefilament aggregation [22, 23]. In this article wewill focus on these
mechanisms for threemain reasons. First, they allow neglecting the particularities of the conventional cross-
linker’smolecular structure. Second, their role in restricting and determining cytoskeleton architecture has not
yet receivedmuch attention, although a physiological relevance is likely. Cells show amacromolecule content of
up to 40% [24],making crowding effects very plausible. In addition,manymultivalent ions can have severe
effects already at comparably low concentrations, and different types ofmultivalent ions can function in an
additivemanner [22]. Third, wemake use of the fact that—unlike protein cross-linkers—both crowding agents
and counterions only start to aggregate actinfilaments after reaching a critical concentration [22, 23]. This
enables us to effectively apply them as a switchable cross-linker [20, 25]. Therefore, we are able to separate
mixing effects from aggregation effects. Our experiments reveal that aggregation-induced network architectures
critically depend on the formation history and the presence of anisotropies.

Results

Controlled formation of actin bundle networks using crowding agents or counterions
Some of themost commonly applied polymers tomimicmolecular crowding in vitro are PEG (polyethylene
glycol), dextran (a polysaccharide), andmethylcellulose. In addition, the protein albumin is often used for
similar purposes and to inhibit unspecific binding and adsorption. Although the excluded volume effect should
in the first approximation only depend on size and density of the applied crowding agents, the different physical
and the very different chemical properties of the crowding agentsmight lead to substantial differences on the
microscopic scale [26]. In the present studywemainly focused on PEG as a highly soluble and non-interacting
polymer andBSA (bovine serumalbumin) representing a protein found in living systems supposed to have no
specific interactions with actin.We further tested dextran, which is very commonly applied as a crowding agent,
as well asmethylcellulose, representing a comparably hydrophobic crowding agent commonly used for its
strong influence on viscosity [27, 28].

Both crowding agents and counterions inducefilament aggregation as soon as their concentration exceeds a
critical threshold [22, 23, 25]. The threshold value itself can be shifted by the addition ofmonovalent ions
[22, 23].We applied two complementary techniques to gentlymove our experimental system from
nonaggregating conditions (<critical threshold) into the aggregating regime (>critical threshold). Thereby, we
aimed at observing network formation in a nearly unperturbed systemupon fast and homogeneous initiation of
aggregation. In thefirstmethod, droplets deposed on a passivated glass surfacewere subject to slow, controlled
evaporation. This reduced thewater content and thereby raised the ion or crowding agent concentration
(figures 1(A)–(B)). In the secondmethod, two thin-flow chambers were separated by a dense hydrogel, allowing
ion diffusion but no actinfilament exchange (figures 1(C)–(D)).

With bothmethods, in situ polymerized actin filament solutionswere exposed to aggregating conditions
withoutmacroscopic disturbances frommixing. As soon as crowding agents or counterions exceeded the
threshold concentration, a rapid transition froma homogeneous F-actin solution to bundled actin networks is
observed (figure 2).
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Comparison of different network formation processes
A commonway to form actin networks in vitro is tomix preformed actin filaments with a solution containing
protein cross-linkers or to initiate rapid polymerization of actin in the presence of cross-linkers by adding a
concentrated F-buffer.When actinfilaments weremixed by gentle pipettingwith a solution of highMg2+ or
crowding agent concentrations, random actin bundle networks formed (figure 3, left column).Mixingwas
gentle enough to create networks that displayed a homogeneous actin bundle density. However, these networks
displayed virtually no condensed aster-like centers. Regarding bundle orientation or average free bundle lengths,
we could notfind any sign of higher order, and resulting networks strongly resembled cross-linked actin
networks, as depicted elsewhere [6, 29, 30].

Using slowly evaporating droplets or diffusion chambers (figure 1), it was possible to temporally separate
mixing effects from aggregating effects. Hence, the system could equilibrate aftermixing before the onset of
filament aggregation. Actin bundle networks obtained in the absence ofmixing effects showed entirely different
network architectures, although the biochemical conditions chosenwere identical (same actin and ion
concentrations).

Formoderate actin concentrations (<40 μmat the aggregation transition, [25]), we observed a very robust
formation of regularly spaced aster-based bundle networks (figures 2, 3, center column). Deposition of droplets
did not include a dominant single-flow axis that would have been able to globally align actinfilaments. To
further remove potentially remaining anisotropies in localfilament order, droplets were incubated for one hour
prior to the onset of controlled evaporation through partial oil removal (see ‘Materials andMethods’ section). It
is important to note at this point that evaporationwas still progressing slowly, so that the droplet volume

Figure 1.Different experimental procedures were applied to aggregate actin filaments. Small droplets (20–200 μmdiameter) are
deposed on a glass surface protected by an oil layer (A). Through reduction of the oil, layer-thickness evaporation is controlled to
slowly increase the salt and crowding agent concentrationwithin the droplets until reaching a critical aggregating threshold (B).
Diffusion chambers consist of two neighboring flow channels separated by a porous agarose gel. Increasing ion concentrations
through diffusion across the agarose barrier shift the actinfilament solution towards the aggregation transition (C). Finally, networks
were also formed by gentlymixingmore concentrated salt/crowding agent solutionswith F-actin solutions, whichwere then confined
between two glass plates (D).

Figure 2.Actin network formation after reaching the critical concentration ofMg2+ ions (onset at t= 0 s). Driven by counterion
condensation, a regularly spaced actin bundle network forms throughout the entire droplet within around 5 minutes. Images were
taken using epifluoresencemicroscopy.
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changed by only 5% to 10%between thefirst visible signs of aggregation and the fully developed bundle
networks [25].

To our surprise, we found the formation of a similar aster-based network architecture to be a very robust,
general feature for entropic aggregationmechanisms as long as the initialfilament order was isotropic and as
long as the aggregation transitionwas induced gently to not cause notablematerial flow. Closely resembling
aster-based networks could be obtained for entirely different entropic aggregationmechanisms ranging from
counterion condensation (Mg2+) tomolecular crowding through inert polymers (PEG) or globular proteins
(BSA) (figure 3). In addition to PEG andBSA, we observed the formation of aster-based networks for crowding-
induced bundling through polysaccharides (dextran, 70 kDa, figure 4(D)) ormethylcellulose (figure 5(B)). To
see if the size of the crowding agent in solution (roughly its radius of gyration [23]) has an influence on thefinal
network architecture, we further tested PEGs andmethylcelluloses of differentmolecular weights (figure 5).
Upon changes in the crowding agent size, we only noted a changed critical concentration necessary to induce
filament aggregation. However, the respective actin networks for each of the crowding agents showed no
dependence on the crowding agent size.We also observed no qualitative changes in network architecture or
average aster distancewhen changing the droplet diameter (figure 6), underlining that the preferred aster
spacing is largely independent of the spatial confinement.

For all crowding agents usedwewere able to observe aster-based networks. Interestingly, aster center
positionswere correlated, showing signs of regularity in the formof preferred aster-to-aster distances on the
order of 5–10 μm(figure 4).Whilemethylcellulose-induced bundle networks formqualitatively resembling

Figure 3.Different network architectures as a result of different network formation histories. Filament aggregationwas induced by
simplymixing actin filaments with sufficiently high concentration ofMg2+, PEG, or BSA (left column); by a gentle aggregation
transition through slow evaporation of droplets (center column); or by increasing ion concentrations in diffusion chambers (right
column). Filaments in the diffusion chambers were pre-aligned by flow,while filaments in the droplets and bulkmixing experiments
had no pre-induced order. Independent of the aggregating agent (top row:Mg2+;middle: PEG (10 kDa); bottom: BSA), networks
displaying virtually no condensed aster-like structures were observed after bulkmixing (left column), while a gentle aggregation
transition resulted in regularly spaced aster-based networks (center column), or—whenfilaments are prealigned—in ladder-like
stripes of bundles (right column). Actin concentrationwas either kept at 10 μm(A,C,D, F, G, I) or adjusted to be 10 μmat the
aggregation transition (B,E,H). Images were taken using epifluoresencemicroscopy (A, B, C,D, G, I), or confocalmicroscopy (E,H
using LSM; F using spinning disc confocal).
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aster-based networks, we also noted few quantitatively differing characteristics compared to all other networks
tested. At a comparable actin concentration (15–20 μmwhen reaching the bundling threshold), bundle
diameters appeared substantially larger (figure 5(B)), and the preferred aster-to-aster distancewas roughly twice
as long as for the other networks (14–20 μm, figure 5(C)).We speculate that the observed differencesmight be
due to the comparably high hydrophobicity ofmethylcellulose itself and the strong interactions between
individualmolecules, which ultimately causes the formation ofmethylcellulose gels at high temperatures [27].
Anothermajor difference between the various crowding agents is the threshold concentration at which they
induce actin network formation. Considerable densities of PEG (10 kDa) or BSAwere necessary to induce

Figure 4.Top row: aster-based actin networks induced byMg2+ ions or various crowding agents (PEG10 kDa, BSA, dextran 70 kDa).
The aster centers were detected using automated image analysis routines. Lines between detected centers are drawn based on a
Delaunay triangulation (not necessarily reflecting actual connecting bundles). Bottom row: detected center points were used to derive
the radial distribution function for all four networks, which display an increased probability forfinding a next-neighbor in a distance
of about 5–10 μm.Green curves were derived fromnetworks formed under identical conditions to illustrate the variability of the
network structure and spacing. The number of center positions (n) that was used to calculate the radial distribution function is given
in the respective color code.

Figure 5.Actin networks formed by depletion forces showno significant visual differences when using crowding agents of different
sizes. (A)Networks formed in droplets with PEG10 kDa versus PEG35 kDa show similar aster distances andmorphology. The same is
true for (B) networks formed usingmethylcellulose of around 14 kDa or 88 kDa. Images were taken close to the bottomof a droplet
using confocalmicroscopy. (C, top) Aster centers in networks formed bymethylcellulose (14 kDa)were detected using automated
image analysis routines. (C, bottom)The radial distribution functions of the detected aster centers reveal a favored next-neighbor
distance of 14–20 μm.
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bundling (wemeasured ±60 10
mg

ml
for both agents when used at 50 mMKCl). In contrast,much lower

concentrations ofmethylcellulose were sufficient to induce actin filament aggregation ( ±7 1
mg

ml
of 14 kDa and

±1.2 0.3
mg

ml
of 88 kDamethylcellulose at 50 mMKCl).

The effect of anisotropies on thefinal network architecture
Previouswork has shown that anisotropies in the formoffilament pre-alignment in the initial state of the F-actin
solution can drastically influence counterion-induced network formation [25].However, in those experiments
filaments weremainly pre-aligned due to highfilament densities. Herewe use an improved experimental setup
where filaments were pre-aligned by flowing them into thin chambers (figure 1). The initial alignment through
flowwasmemorized by the system for substantial times even atfilament concentrations far below the nematic
onset [31], assuming long average filament lengths (10–20 μm).

A 1.5% agarose barrier between two neighboring flow chambers allowed us to gently change buffer
conditionswithout inducing notable flows or turbulences. Due to the relatively largemesh size of around
100 nm [32], ion diffusion should hardly be affected by the agarose gel, but preformed actin filaments were not
able to leave theflow channel for the duration of the experiments. To initiate cross-linking by counterions, a
buffer solution rich inMg2+wasflushed into the channel next to the onefilledwith theflow-aligned actin
filaments (figure 1(B)).Mg2+ diffusion across the agarose barrier then led to a steady increase of counterions in
the actin channel, eventually reaching the critical threshold forfilament aggregation.Whenworkingwith
depletion forces, preformed actin filaments weremixedwith a subthreshold crowding agent concentration at a
lowmonovalent salt level. The addition of concentrated KCl to the buffer channel (figure 1(B)) slowly raised the
KCl concentration in the filament channel, which is known to shift the critical concentration of the crowding
agent [23], in our case, PEGor BSA.

As the threshold concentration of the respective ionmoves across thefilament channel, a rapid transition
towards actin bundle networks was observed (figure 7). Due to the pre-alignment offilaments through flow,we
observe the formation of ladder-like stripes of bundles. Interestingly, the individual stripes display a very
homogeneous thickness andwere all separated by perpendicular actin bundles (figure 7, bottom row).

Discussion

Todate, the formation of aster-based biopolymer networks hasmostly been associatedwith active processes of
molecularmotors [33–36]. Recently, however, such networks have even been reported formotor-free systems
cross-linked bymagnesium ions [20, 25].Here, we report that regularly spaced aster-based networks are a rather

Figure 6.Actin bundle networks were formed usingMg2+ counterions in droplets of different sizes. For droplet diameters larger than
around 10 μm,we observed aster formation. Patterns appeared to be largely independent of droplet size with virtually unchanged
aster distances. Images were taken close to the bottomof a droplet using confocalmicroscopy.
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robust feature that can be obtained by various cross-linking or bundlingmechanisms, even in the absence of
molecularmotor-driven active processes. Counterions, as well as awide range of crowding agents, are able to
drive aster-based network self-assembly. This strongly suggests that the underlyingmicroscopic formation
processes are not based on particular ingredients or their accordingmicroscopic properties (such as cross-linker
geometry).We rather expect the aggregation of filament solutions into regularly spaced aster-based networks to
be a general feature of the unspecific, uniform, attractive interactions between filaments in conjunctionwith a
homogeneous, isotropic initial state.

Longitudinal filament transport bymolecularmotors is not strictly necessary for the formation of aster-like
structures. Further, this scenario can explainwhy the formation of similar aster-based networks has not been
reported in earlier studies on the aggregation of F-actin through counterions [37], crowding agents [23, 29], or
in studies on protein cross-linkers [6, 30]. In vitro experiments commonly face the limitation of having cross-
linking effects as soon as the reagents get in contact. As a result, the network formation process is necessarily
coupled to either themixing of cross-linkers and F-actin or the rapid actin polymerization in the presence of
cross-linkers. It is clear that in both cases, the network formation process will follow a substantially different
history thanwithin our droplet or diffusion chamber experiments.Whenever we applied similar protocols to
establish crowding agent or counterion-driven networks in bulk, the resulting networks lacked asters and
showed no apparent global regularity (figure 3, left column).

The aster-like networks we present are atfirst sight visually reminiscent of structures formed in the presence
ofmolecularmotors [33–36]. Asters reported formicrotubules andmotors clearly seem to be energy-
dissipating, self-organized structures that rely onmotor activity driven byATP (adenosine triphosphate)
[33, 34]. They hence follow very different formation principles. Formerly reported asters in actin networks,
however, were either obtained in the presence of rigid cross-linkers [35] or nonactive (ATP-depleted)myosin
[36].Motor activity is able to augment and prolong filamentmotion. This way, perturbations (or anisotropies)
originating from initial convectivemixing or rapid polymerizationwill decay faster.We speculate that in
particular the findings described in Smith et al [36] could be based on a very similarmechanism than the
presented droplet and diffusion chamber experiments since they report a reversible formation of asters upon
ATPdepletion. This convertsmyosinmotors into nonactive cross-linkers, which effectively corresponds to a
motor–cross-linker transition, potentially reflecting an analogue case to the evaporation or diffusion-induced
cross-linking in our experiments.

Altogether, the presented findings illustrate that a particular biochemical composition alone is not sufficient
to determine the formation of one particular network architecture. In addition to thewell-known key
parameters filament and linker density, we show that equally strong restrictions on network architecture result
from the network formation dynamics and potential perturbations of the solution such as anisotropies in form
of a biased filament orientation. In our opinion, this leads to a farmore complex picture of cytoskeleton
networks in vivo. It remains an important task to better understand how local protein concentrations or

Figure 7.Epifluorescence images show rapid formation of ladder-like stripes of actin bundles as theMg2+ concentration increases
across thefield of view (top row). A false color representation of the local orientation (see ‘Materials andMethods’ section) reveals the
progression of a regular alternating pattern of highly aligned stripes (bottom row).Dashed lines were added to guide the eye along
regions that separate neighboring ladder-like stripes of actin bundles.
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nucleation and activation levels of cytoskeleton building blocks are regulated. This, however, will not be
sufficient to fully explain the regulation of cytoskeleton architecture. Based on our experimental observations,
the time course (or history) of network formation is likely to be crucial as well.

The fact that different formation pathways can lead to very different networkmorphologies indicates
‘frozen’metastable states. Those states can still result in extremely stable structures (we observed that our bundle
networks remained virtually unchanged for >24 h after stopping evaporation). In living cells,molecularmotors
andfilament turnover additionally add active processes, permanently driving the systemout of equilibrium.We
speculate that this could further strengthen the time-course sensitivity of cytoskeleton networks. Active
processes could, on the other hand, also prevent the system from getting trapped in undesired frozen states.

We further observed very different network architectures for initially isotropic or anisotropic filament
solution, which reflects another aspect of a history-dependent formation process. The initial filament order
decays slower than the network formation progresses, thereby getting trapped (or ‘frozen’) in the final, very
stable bundle network. Anisotropies can be obtained inmanyways.We introduced localfilament order by
moderateflowbut highfilament densities [25, 38], and boundary effects induced by geometrical confinement
[20] have similar effects. Deshpande et al [20], for instance, observed bundle networks closely resembling our
ladder-like structure when using thin, rectangularmicrochambers as boundaries.

Hence, anisotropies or perturbations of the isotropic state directly translate into different network
architectures. This can yield networks adapting to a rigid [20] ormoreflexible confinement [19], as well as
networks reacting to highfilament densities [25] orflow-induced alignment as presented here. Thus, the protein
mixture itself represents an autonomous structure sensing (andmemorizing)module independent of
biochemical regulation [2, 39].

While the simplified nature of our experiments allows exploring rather general physicalmechanisms and
constraints, further steps will be necessary to translate the presented findings to the level of living cells. Ideally,
similar experiments with switchable cross-linkers (e.g., using light-sensitive constructs)might reveal a similar
tendency to form regularly spaced aster-based networkswhen cross-linking is initiated in unperturbed, isotropic
systems.Moreover, additional workwill also be necessary to better understandwhy the type of crowding agent
influences the network architecture, although the size of the respective crowding agent does not. Thosefindings
demonstrate that the different crowding agents we applied cannot be fully described by first-order excluded
volume effects, an issue also raised previously by others [26, 40].

We are certainly not the first to propose thatmolecular crowdingmust be consideredmore carefully for a
more complete understanding of cellular processes [24, 26, 40, 41], but our experiments for the first time display
the surprisingly rich repertoire of crowding-driven network formation. In the past, reconstituted bottom-up
systems proved to be extremely successful when studying cytoskeletal polymer systems and they greatly
contributed to our current understanding of cytoskeleton organization [1, 2]. Yetmost in vitromodel systems
largely ignored the effects ofmolecular crowding on cytoskeleton self-organization, although the cell interior
can be orders ofmagnitudemore crowded than typical reconstitutedmodel systems. Given the drastic effects
that crowding has on reaction rates [26], together with its severe impact of crowding on network formation
reported here, we strongly suggest to includemolecular crowdingmore systematically in future experimental
model systems to bettermimic the physical constraints present in living cells.

Materials andmethods

Protein purification
Except for the proteins used, all chemicals were purchased fromSigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, USA). Actinwas
prepared from rabbitmuscle as described previously [38]. The proteinwas stored inG-buffer (5 mMTris,
0.1 mMCaCl2, 0.2 mMATP, 1 mMDTT (dithiothreitol), and 0.01%NaN3). Actinwas rhodamine labeled
without the use of phalloidin according to [42]. G-actinwasmixedwith labeled rhodamine actin to a ratio of
10:1 before polymerizing filaments. Thefinal mixture of buffer, salt, actin and crowding agents further
contained 25 mMDabco to suppress photobleaching.

Droplet deposition and diffusion chambers
Droplets were deposed and evaporated as previously described [25]. A glass cover slip was covered by an oil layer
(hexadecane) of 250–500 μmheight, which practically stopped evaporation. Droplets, 80–120 μm in diameter,
were placed on the cover slip surface, and the samplewas transferred to a confocalmicroscope (TCS SP2AOBS;
LeicaMicrosystems). Subsequently, evaporationwas controlled by slightly changing the oil layer’s thickness or
by exchanging hexadecane against silicone oil DC200 using a standardmicropipette (figures 1(A), (B)). It is
important to note that no change in droplet diameter could be observed during the evaporation process. Hence,
the volume change only affected the droplet height.
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Diffusion chambers (figure 1(C)were formed by pipetting a small stripe of 1.5%heated agarose solution on
a glass cover slip. A glass slide was pressed against the cover slip before cooling of the agarose finally led to
gelation of the agarose diffusion barrier. Alternatively, the samplewas quickly assembled on a hot plate at 80 °C.
Conditionswere tuned to facilitate the formation of thin and narrowflow channels on both sides of the agarose
stripe (typical volume of 3–4 μl each). Diffusion chambers were visualized using standard epifluorecence
microscopy. Glass surfaces in contact with the experimental solutionswere initially passivated using Sigmacote
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, USA). After carefully flowing preformed actinfilaments (stabilizedwith phalloidin in
a 1:1 ratio) into the actin channel, filament aggregationwas initiated by flowing an appropriate high salt buffer
into the neighboring channel. For counterion-induced condensation, a buffer of highMg2+ concentration
(>100 mM)was used. For aggregation bymolecular crowding, 2% (w/v) PEG (10 kDa) or 4%BSAwas added to
the actinfilament buffer. Bundling was then induced by adding a concentrated KCl buffer to the diffusion
channel (500 mMKCL).

Bulk bundle networks were formed by carefullymixing polymerized actinwith the aggregation-inducing
agent (10%PEG10 kDa, 10%BSA, or 50 mMMgCl2) with a final actin concentration of 10 μm(figure 1(D).

Orientationmaps
Orientationmaps in figure 7were derived based onfluorescence images using the ImageJ plugin ‘OrientationJ’
employing continuous spatial derivatives to calculate the local orientation and coherency (ameasure for the
degree of local order) [43]. Images shownwere derived by translating the orientation to hue and the coherency
to saturation, while the brightness was kept constant.We used 512 × 512 pixel fluorescence pictures and a
Gaussianwindow of 2 pixels (cubic spline gradient).

Automated center detection and radial distribution function
The experimentally observed aster-based actin networks were further quantified using image analysis routines.
To detect aster center positions, an automated software routine waswritten usingMATLAB (theMathworks,
R2013a).

First, network knots were identified using the fact thatmany bundles point towards these knots. This was
done by applying a correlation analysis based on thin lines along different angles (here: 80 steps from0 to pi),
togetherwith theCanny algorithm tofirst enhancemore prominent bundles. The lineswere elongated further to
pronounce the network centers after overlaying the images derived for all directions.

Second, blurring followed by threshold and erosion steps finally allowed us to discriminate the individual
centers.When using images of good quality, the developed routine allowed tracing center positions in a very
consistentmanner. A simpleDelaunay triangulation is used to connect the detected center positions to visually
illustrate the distances to nearest-neighboring centers (see also [25]). The triangulation-based connections thus
do not necessarily reflect actual actin bundles, althoughwe found thatmost of themdo agree well with existing
bundle locations.

Using the detected center positions, it was possible to derive the radial distribution function. The average
density of centers was set to be the number of found asters divided by the total image area. The expected number
of asters to be found at a given distanceR for each individual aster was then corrected by the actual fraction of the
areaRdR that laywithin the image boundaries.
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